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10.1 Introduction
In this chapter we analyze how a web migration can trigger adaptation not only at the
user interface level, but also at the application logic level (see Chaps. 5 and 7). This
implies that the web application changes the way it is rendered in the target device,
and also the underlying logic that controls the application adapts as well as a consequence of the changed device. In order to show how this combined adaptation occurs,
we consider a desktop-to-mobile migration scenario. In this case the user interface
will adapt to the changed interaction resources available in the new device (which will
typically be more limited, when the migration is triggered from a desktop platform),
and the application logic should reconfigure itself taking into account the changed
characteristics of the target device: therefore, a simplified application logic should be
activated in the mobile device after migration.
As an exemplary case of such a migration we consider a web PacMan application,
which migrates from a desktop to a mobile device. Since it is a game application, the
user experience plays an important role. On this regard, on a desktop device the quality
of the user experience is good, because the user can control the PacMan in an optimal
way since s/he can see the playing field of the PacMan game in big size, the keyboard
has big keys and it can be placed in an optimal position. On a mobile device the control
of the PacMan is much more difficult since the playing field and the keys are relatively
small. Therefore, in order to ensure that the playability of the game is maintained, the
PacMan game has to be easier to play on the mobile device. For this reason, not only
the user interface should be adapted for that device by using interaction techniques
suitable for the new device, but also the application logic of the PacMan prototype
(which is basically the logic controlling the ghosts) has to be adapted in the migration
process, by selecting application logic appropriate for the current device: intelligent
ghost logic in the desktop device and easy ghost logic in the mobile device.
In the next sections we will analyse more in depth how this combined adaptation
process has been carried out for the Pacman web application example.
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Fig. 10.1   The PacMan game
considered in the example

10.2 Description of the PacMan Game
PacMan is a game at which the user steers a character called PacMan. The user has
to collect dots in a maze, like shown in Fig. 10.1. The ghosts try to catch the PacMan. As soon as the PacMan eats one of the special dots placed in one of the angles
of the maze, the ghosts and PacMan change roles for some seconds. This mode is
called scared mode.
In the scared mode PacMan can catch the ghosts and therefore the ghosts have to
flee from it. Caught ghosts will be imprisoned in the middle of the maze for some seconds: afterwards, the roles change back again. The goal for the player is to get as much
scores as possible by collecting dots and catching ghosts. When all the dots have been
collected the layout of the maze changes to a new one of the next level. More details on
the UI of the PacMan game will be provided in Sect. 10.5, where we will better focus
on the part of the OPEN Migration Platform dedicated to the UI migration.

10.3 Migration and the Main Architecture
of the PacMan Game
In the example considered, the game can be migrated from the desktop to the mobile device and from the mobile to the desktop device. In particular, we consider
a migration from a desktop to a mobile device (see Fig. 10.2). The desktop device
has a big display and a comfortable keyboard is provided to the user to control the
game. Instead, the mobile device provides only a small display and for controlling
the game, just a small control panel is offered to the user.
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Fig. 10.2   Migration of the PacMan game

The benefit of the migration with the OPEN Migration Platform described in
Chap. 4 is the optimized adaptation of the game logic and the User Interface (UI) to
the current available devices. Therefore, one only needs to develop different components and to define rules for the adaptation. For instance, the developer has just
to implement several ghost logic components and define rules for the OPEN Migration Platform to decide which configuration is optimal for which circumstances.
The reconfiguration logic and the game logic are completely separated and can be
easily adapted. The alternative would be to implement a large number of branches
in the PacMan Game and for every new possible configuration the source code of
the game should be changed.
The PacMan game is divided into several components. Generally the game
consists of the game UI and the application logic. The game UI is realized by the
PacMan UI component and the application logic is represented by the ghost logic
component (see Fig. 10.3).

10.4 Application Logic Reconfiguration
When the users interact with the game on a desktop device, they can see the playing
field of the PacMan game in big size. While playing the game it is often required to
steer the PacMan precisely to flee from the ghosts. On a big display this is an easy
task. Additionally, the keyboard has comfortable keys and it can be placed on an
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Fig. 10.3   Application structure of the PacMan game

optimal position. Then, the user can control the PacMan very easily in comparison
with controlling the game on a mobile device.
At the usage of the mobile device the display is small. The control panel is fixed
directly below the display and the keys are small. Hence the control of the PacMan
is much more difficult on the mobile device. To ensure that the playability of the
game is still guaranteed, the PacMan game has to be easier on the mobile device.
At this prototype, therefore, the ghost logic of the PacMan game is adapted. At the
desktop device intelligent ghost logic is used and at the mobile device easy ghost
logic is selected. Ghosts following the ‘intelligent’ application logic try to catch
the PacMan (therefore the game for the user who steers the PacMan is a bit more
difficult), while the ghosts following the ‘easy’ application logic move randomly
within the maze.
As depicted in Fig. 10.3 the application logic of the PacMan Game is provided
by the ghost logic component. To reconfigure the application logic the ghost logic
component is an Open Client (see Fig. 10.4), which is described in Chap. 4. The

Fig. 10.4   The OPEN migration platform and the application logic
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specification of the PacMan
game
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Pacman Application Logic Specification
<< functional constraint >>
logic = =“intelligent”
Big Screen Config

<< activation condition >>
device = = BigScreenSize

Directionlf

<<root>>
IntelligentGhostLogic
<< functional constraint >>
logic = =“easy”

ordered
Small Screen Config
DirectionIf

<<activation condition>>
device = = SmallScreenSize

<< root >>
EasyGhostLogic

ghost logic component consists of further components which provide easy and intelligent ghost logic.
The reconfiguration of the ghost logic component is done by the Open Adaptors
(e.g. Context Agent see Chap. 4), which are connected to the Open Server Components. One of the Open Server Components is the Application Logic Reconfiguration (ALR) described in Chap. 7, which computes the best configuration out of the
ALR view. At the PacMan Example a configuration of the application logic consists
of the easy or intelligent ghost logic component.
The specification of the application logic part (see Chap. 7) of the PacMan game
is built up like depicted in Fig. 10.5. It consists of two configurations:
1. Big Screen Config
2. Small Screen Config
The activation condition of the first configuration is a big screen size of the device.
To activate the second configuration the device must have a small screen size. Both
configurations contain a Template, described in Chap. 7, for a component, which
has the following structural constraint: Each component which fits to this Template
has to provide the interface DirectionIf. To fit to one of the Templates a component
has also to fulfil the functional constraint of DirectionIf: logic equals ‘intelligent’
or logic equals ‘easy’.
The component specification (see Chap. 7) of the ghost logic components is depicted Fig. 10.6. It contains a description of the following components:
1. IntelligentGhostLogic Component
2. EasyGhostLogic Component
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Ghost Logic Component Specification
IntelligentGhostLogic Component
Provided Interface: DirectionIf
Functional Property: logic = intelligent
EasyGhostLogic Component
Provided Interface: DirectionIf
Functional Property: logic = easy

The two ghost logic components provide DirectionIf and an associated property:
logic = intelligent or logic = easy. The Component 1 fits to the Template 1 and Component 2 fits to Template 2 of the application logic specification.
At the reconfiguration process the ALR can switch between the possible configurations depending on the context information (in this case “device”). Component
1 is used at devices with a big screen. For small screens Component 2 is activated.

10.5 User Interface Migration
In the previous sections we analysed how the ALR adapts the application logic in
order to cope with the changed conditions of the context (change of device) during a
migration. Now we will focus on how the UI Migration part of the OPEN Migration
Platform works in reaction to the same context change and considering the same
application. So, we will focus on the type of UI adaptation the UI Migration module
carries out after migrating the PacMan game from desktop to mobile.
The PacMan game considered has been developed in XHTML1 and JavaScript
(Flanagan 2006). Basically, the XHTML code specifies the presentation part of the
application, while the JavaScript code handles the logic of the game. On the desktop
platform an implementation of the game based on XHTML 1.0 has been used, while
the version of the PacMan for the mobile device has been implemented in XHTML
Mobile Profile2 language.
The considered migration scenario is a desktop-to-mobile where a user starts to
interact with the desktop version of the PacMan and then moves to a mobile device.
After playing for a while the game on the desktop platform, the user decides to
migrate towards a mobile device. Therefore, the user has to select, through the Migration Client, the platform towards which the migration will be activated, among
the available devices (in our case a mobile device). After doing this, the application
will be migrated to the new platform. As it is possible to see from Fig. 10.7, the
desktop UI of the game includes different parts:
1
2

http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/
www.openmobilealliance.org/…/wap-277-xhtmlmp-20011029-a.pdf
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Fig. 10.7   The original desktop version of the PacMan

• the maze of the game with the different characters (the ghosts and the PacMan);
• a part devoted to visualising the current state of the game (the number of PacMan
lives still available, the current level of the game, the score), the ‘New Game’
button to start a new game, and the interaction elements for controlling the game;
• the settings for specifying the general configuration of the game: the animation
speed and the smoothness of the animation;
• the possibility of using random maze layouts for the various levels, etc.
Indeed, in the desktop version, the PacMan can be controlled either using the keyboard (e.g. arrow keys can be used to specify directions to steer the PacMan) or by
using an imagemap (in Fig. 10.7 it is visualised in the bottom-right part just beside
the maze). An imagemap is an image with clickable areas. In our case we have five
of them: four are associated to the directions (north/south/east/west) for steering the
PacMan, the remaining one (in the centre) is for pausing the game. Then, the user
can click a specific region of the image or even pass the mouse over such a region
(“onMouseOver” event) in order to activate a function allowing to set the new direction that the PacMan should take.
The version of the PacMan game for the desktop platform is transformed by the
migratory platform in order to obtain a new version adapted for the mobile device.
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In order to do this, a reverse engineering of the PacMan application for the web
desktop platform is carried out by the OPEN Migration Platform in order to obtain
its logical UI description, which will then be redesigned to finally generate the
adapted user interface for the mobile device.
Regarding the mobile device considered for migration in this example, it is
worth pointing out that, due to the high variability of characteristics of mobile devices, we judged useful to distinguish two different categories among them. One
category covers “traditional” mobile devices while another category covers those
belonging to what we called“ iPhone-like” platform. With this term we mean devices that share the same characteristics of the Apple iPhone (e.g. Samsung Omnia,
HTC Touch,…), e.g. they have a quite large screen size (e.g. starting from 480 × 320
pixel, to 960 × 640 pixels of the most recent ones), (multi-)touch based interaction,
sensors such as accelerometers. For the example, we considered a device belonging
to the “iPhone-like” platform (the Apple iPhone itself).
When migrating to the iPhone, appropriate page splitting is performed. On the
one hand, all the controls for the general configuration of the game are grouped
together into a newly generated presentation which is accessed by activating the
“Settings” button (see Fig. 10.8) in the first presentation. On the other hand, given
the wide (relatively to mobile devices) screen available, and the high interactivity
of the PacMan game, the design should not force the user to use zooming/scrolling
during the game, therefore in this case the maze should fit entirely in the iPhone
screen, without forcing the user to scroll the page for visualizing parts of the maze
(see Fig. 10.8).
The adaptation takes into account that touch-based interaction will be performed,
thus the selectable elements should be large enough (or distant enough each other)
to be touchable without creating confusion regarding what the selected element
is. Therefore, when adapting the image map supporting the game controls to the
iPhone platform, it will be ensured that the adaptation engine will provide controls
that are large enough to support an easy-to-tap interaction. In addition, in the desktop version there were some actions activated by “onMouseOver” events (e.g. for
moving the PacMan), which are not supported on the iPhone because there is no
direct equivalent of this event on the iPhone (as well as other touch-based devices),
then in the adapted version the onMouseOver events have been removed and the
interaction is made more explicit (by tapping on the corresponding element).
Moreover, in the desktop version of the game there were two possibilities for
controlling the game (through the keyboard and also by using the imagemap). Since
a touch-screen mobile device is used as migration target, the keyboard controls are
considered by the adaptation engine not suitable for this type of platform and they
are removed from the mobile version. Indeed, the iPhone does not have a physical
keyboard, and triggering the appearance of the virtual keyboard would clutter the
screen and obscure some parts of the user interface (e.g.: the maze), which is not
very usable for the player who is currently using the mobile device. Therefore, in
this case, the support for controlling the PacMan is obtained through touch-based
interactions with the five buttons that have been made available on the iPhone platform (see Fig. 10.8) and that allow the user to control the game. Such buttons are
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Fig. 10.8   The adapted
iPhone version

automatically derived from the original image_map of the desktop version, by selecting the different areas assigned by the image_map and mapping them to a set
of buttons.

10.6 State Persistence
Regarding the state of the game, it is preserved and then re-activated in the mobile
device at the point it was when the migration was activated. Thus, the current PacMan and ghost positions are saved, together with the current level and score and the
other settings that the player already selected in the desktop version, and the player
can continue from this point when she accesses the iPhone version.
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More specifically, in this example, most of the state of the PacMan game is maintained in a number of global JavaScript variables and objects that are manipulated
by functions declared within the <head>3 tag of the concerned page.
In the PacMan example considered, the global JavaScript variables contain the
information about the positions of ghost and PacMan, the dots already eaten, the
current level and lifes still left, so they provide the information needed for restoring
the state of the game and then allow the player to continue the game from the point
s/he left off in the source device.
However, it is worth pointing out that, since the migration transition is not performed instantaneously, the game has to be paused as soon as the migration is triggered, to let the migration transition take place. In this way, during the migration
transition we prevent any further modification to the state of the application. Without pausing the game, it would enter in an inconsistent state, since the user would
continue to interact with the source device, while the platform will not actually
preserve the latest state (which is what the user would actually expect). This might
cause confusion in the user, which should be avoided.
In order to preserve the state of the web PacMan application a key role is played
by the Window object, which represents the Web browser window and also defines
the program namespace, since every JavaScript expression implicitly refers to the
current window. Then, every object/variable defined in the global environment of a
JavaScript code is simply a property of the global Window object. This is exploited
for capturing the state of global JavaScript variables, by means of using the for…
in4 statement, which provides a way to look at the (enumerable) properties of an
object without knowing in advance the names of such properties. In this way it is
then possible to capture the values assumed by the user-defined global JavaScript
variables manipulated in the game. This is done by a method ( saveState()) code
summarised below:
saveState(){
var globalJSONs = {};
for (var prop in window) {

}

JSONobject = dojox.json.ref.toJson(window[prop], true);
globalJSONs[prop] = JSONobject;
…
}
return JSONobject;

(i)

As can be seen from the (i) code above, every property of the window object is saved in
a JSON5 object. This object is a string, used to update the corresponding element in the
global associative array (globalJSONs), which stores all the values of the JavaScript
The head element is a container that can include scripts, instruction for the browser where to find
stylesheets, meta information, etc.
4
for (variable in object) {code to be executed}
5
http://www.json.org/
3
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global variables. In order to translate every global variable into a JSON string, a specific library was used (dojox.json.ref6). Within this library, the toJson function creates
a JSON serialization of every property of the window object, and therefore it produces
an array of couples <name_of_the_global_variable>, <content_of_the_global_variable> for each JavaScript global variable included by the programmer.
This information contained in the JSON object is passed, through an AJAX
(Holdener 2008) request, to a Java servlet7 (contained in the migration server)
which is in charge of restoring the state in the page that will be uploaded in the target device. In order to do this, the servlet identifies the <body>8 element of the page
and appends to the current content (if any) of the onload attribute (which occurs
when an object has been loaded) of the <body> element a new JavaScript function
( restoreState()). The goal of this function is to update the JavaScript global variables contained in the page, by exploiting the serialization of the JavaScript global
variables obtained in the previous steps). The key code of the restoreState() function
is described below (ii):
restoreState () {
var globalJSONs = dojox.json.ref.fromJson(JSONstate); // parsing JSON state
for (name in globalJSONs) {
try{
value = dojox.json.ref.fromJson(globalJSONs[name]);
win[name] = value;
}
catch.. {}
}
(ii)
The restoreState() exploits the fromJson method provided by the dojox library dojox.json.ref mentioned before. This method enables to de-serialize the state contained in the globalJSON in order to update the page to be loaded on the target
device. Afterwards, the servlet stores such updated page (which now contains the
up-to-date state) in a specific location of the server and builds correspondingly the
Universal Resource Locator (URL) from which the browser in the target device
should load the page with the updated state.

10.7 Integration of the User Interface Migration
and Application Logic Reconfiguration
For the PacMan prototype several Open Clients (see Chap. 4) are used. The first
Open Client is for the mobile device, the second Open Client is for the desktop
device. The PacMan Game is running in a browser on the desktop and the mobile
6
7
8

http://www.dojotoolkit.org/reference-guide/dojox/index.html
http://java.sun.com/j2ee/tutorial/1_3-fcs/doc/Servlets.html
The body element contains the document’s content
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device. The browsers of the devices are connected to the application server to get
the PacMan Game implemented as JavaScript embedded in HTML.
Another Open Client is for the ghost logic component. The browser with the
active PacMan UI is connected to the ghost logic component. The Open Clients
of the PacMan UI and the ghost logic component are also connected to the Open
Server. When the PacMan game is migrated to another client (e.g. mobile to desktop
device) the Open Adapters (see Chap. 4) reconfigure the PacMan UI and the ghost
logic component.
When the PacMan UI is migrated, the Context Agent commits the type of the
target device. The ALR gets informed of all the updates of the device type value.
At an update the ALR recovers the screen size value and computes a table of all
possible configurations sorted by most suitably out of the ALR view. After that
this configuration is forwarded to the Orchestrator (see Chap. 6) on the Server side
(OS). OS forwards the configuration to the Orchestrator at the Client side (OC).
The OC initiates the reconfiguration of the ghost logic component depending on
the configuration.

10.8 Advantages of the OPEN Migration Platform
To summarise, from the point of view of a user, the OPEN Migration Platform
enables the migration of an application from one device to another, providing the
user with the experience of seamlessly continuing to interact with the application at
a device change. The UI migration module cares about the adaptation of the UI to
the new device: UI objects are automatically adapted and arranged to provide the
best possible usability after migration. State persistence allows the user to continue
to interact with the application on the new device at the state reached before triggering migration. The ALR module cares about the adaptation of the application
logic taking into account the characteristics of the new platform. For the PacMan
example this means that, when migrating from a desktop to a mobile platform, the
ghost logic of the game changes to a less difficult one.
From the point of view of a developer, other advantages can be identified with
respect to the various modules of the OPEN Migration Platform. Regarding the
migration of the UI part, an advantage of the solution proposed is that it makes
migratory Web applications regardless of the authoring environments used by the
developers. Without requiring the use of any specific tool in the development phase,
it enables the applications to migrate, even if the developers never considered migration. This is obtained through the use of reverse engineering techniques that
create on the fly the logical descriptions of the Web pages accessed, which are then
adapted for the target device (with the updated state included). The advantage of
this is that every valid web application can be migrated, even if it is not OPENaware. Another benefit is that the adaptation of the UI is done automatically and dynamically by the OPEN Migration Platform: therefore, the developers do not have
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to implement different versions of the interactive part of the application depending
on the different types of device to support for migration.
Regarding the ALR part of the OPEN Migration Platform, a developer is facilitated by having different application logic components for different device types
independent from the rest of the application. Indeed, separating the reconfiguration
logic from the rest of the application reduces the complexity of the code, improves
extensibility of the application and enhances code maintainability. Indeed, the alternative would be to implement a large number of branches in the application and
for every new possible configuration the source code of the application should be
changed. As it has been shown, the separation between the reconfiguration logic
and the rest of the application is just what has been done for the PacMan application
(in particular, for the implementation of the ghost logic). Indeed, the best configuration and the conditions to use the ghost logic components are described at the application specification, which can be easily changed.

10.9 Conclusions
When a context change (in particular, a device change) occurs while a user is interacting with an application, a potential discontinuity is introduced by the changed
conditions in the current context. The goal of migration is to cope with such issue
and turn it into an opportunity to be suitably exploited by the user. To this aim, the
OPEN Migration Platform provides mechanisms that automatically perform adaptation of the application. Such adaptation can affect different aspects of the application, not only the user interface but also the underneath logic.
In this chapter we have examined how the OPEN Migration Platform is able to
migrate an application while adapting in an integrated way both its user interface
and logic to the characteristics of the target device. To this aim, we analysed a
web-based PacMan game as an application case study, also highlighting the main
benefits that the use of the OPEN Migration Platform can bring both to the user and
to the developer of an interactive application.
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